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★Basic Setup Instructions 

Before attempting to setup, ensure that you have the activation code. 

★Activation Code 

 
When applying for Clover, create a new GMAIL for the merchant (merchantname + last 6 digits of merchant ID), for example: 

coolbeauty123456@gmail.com. Set the PW as card123456789. When applying for Clover, set the email as this NEW GMAIL, & the  

activation code will be sent to this email from support@clover.com. The code is also sent to a phone number on the account via text 

message (ONLY if it is a cell phone) when the new Clover device connects to the network for the first time. 

 

Setup the Clover Web Dashboard account and use the created GMAIL, and PW as (Capitalize C) Card123456789. 

If you have already setup a Web Dashboard account, you can login to this account to find the activation code as well. 

 

Activation codes are unique and provided for each device, if you ordered multiple devices, you will need to enter the correct activation 

code per device! 

 

*The serial number is found at the top of the activation screen or on the underside of the Clover Station. 

 

Note:  

 If you did not receive the activation code, check the SPAM folder, and ensure that the sender is in your address book. 

 Ensure that the activation code was sent to the proper email address.  

1. Make sure you have the activation code from Clover (it should be sent to the newly created gmail and NOT to the merchant) 

2. Unpack the box and remove all the components, set out on a clear workspace 

3. Inventory all the components to make sure nothing is missing or damaged 
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From Left to Right Clockwise 

1. Clover Main POS 

2. Clover Paper Printer and main line 

connection unit 

3. Total of 4 color coded wires 

4. Cash drawer 

5. Keys 

6. Green pouch 

7. Paper Rolls (2) 

8. Main power plug 
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★All wires are color coded to the proper plug in outlet 

 

★Connect all proper wires to the bottom of the PRINTER. All wires are color coded. 
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★Flip over the main Clover POS and plug in the green cord as shown 

Do not force plugs into outlets, all plugs have a proper outlet that will fit the wire easily 

If it doesn't fit, it doesn't belong 

 

★Connect the power pack together as shown in the image on the right. 
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The image on the left shows the complete 

connection setup including the wires. 

 

Please follow accordingly. 
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★When you are finished connecting all the lines the finished product will look like the image above. Note that the printer is in the 

middle of the complete setup. It CONNECTS the main POS to the power pack. 

Connect the power wires together as shown in the images above 

Connect the outlet plug into an electrical outlet 

 

Note: Ensure that the outlet works 

The Clover does not have an internal battery 

It will automatically power on when the device is plugged into an electrical outlet 

 

If it does not power on automatically... 

 Check the electrical outlet using another device to ensure it works  

 Change outlets 

 Make sure all the wires are plugged in properly as shown in the images 

 Work from one end of the unit and ensure all connections are tight 
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★Initial Clover Setup 

1. After plugging your Clover device in, it will automatically power on 

2. The booting up will take about 10-20 seconds with the main Clover screen (please wait) 

3. After it is done booting the next screen will show up 

4. Press the green button to Check Connection (only use Wireless if there is no Ethernet and no other options, but Ethernet is 

recommended) 
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★1. Choose your internet access and enter the password to connect 

2. Tap Check Connection to confirm the internet is connected 

Note: if the connection fails, troubleshoot, wait 2 minutes, and try again. 

 

Troubleshooting the Internet: 

1. Power off the router and wait 1 minute, Power on 

3. Check internet using another device to ensure the internet connection is active 

4. Check that the ethernet cable is plugged all the way into the Printer 
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★1. Enter the 8 digit activation code using the touch keypad provided on the screen 

*If you enter the correct code, you will proceed to the next screen. If you believe the code is incorrect, please contact Clover. 

*Please ensure that you enter a different activation code for each different Clover POS system. 

 

Change the PIN using the Employees APP > Tap the Employee > Edit 
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★Setup the Printer 

1. Open the Clover printer station. If you look at the Clover printer, there are 2 doors on the top. Open the bottom door gently by pulling 

down. 

2. Push the green button on the right hand side and the inner door will pop open 

3. Insert the paper roll so that the open side of the paper is at the back of the roll 

4. Push the inner door and outer door closed and it will click 
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★1. The next screen will ask you to set a PIN 

*If you have activated a Clover device before, you will not be asked to create an admin PIN. 

2. Enter a 6-digit PIN to access Clover as the owner/admin. Please enter "000000" 

3. Re-enter the 6 digit PIN "000000" 

 

This PIN can be changed in the future using the Employees APP. 

 

★The next screen will ask you to test the card reader. 

1. Take any credit card and swipe it through the card reader. See image below. Swipe the card from the highest point of the swiper, the 

card reader is under the notched part of the swiper. 

 
Note: The card will not be charged. If the card read is successful, it will proceed to the app install screen.  

 

Now setup the other Clover POS systems that will be used under this account. 
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APP Install Screen 

 
The next screen above will appear and Clover will automatically install the listed APPs.  
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From the main screen of Clover (imaged above), select App Market  

Note: it is not always in the location shown above (arrow), look through each screen by swiping left and look for the App Market 

 

From the App Market download the following: 

1. Notes 

2. Happy Hour 

3. Tips 

4. Shifts 

5. Printers 

6. Pin Pad 

7. Closeout 

8. Tables 

*APPs downloaded on one Clover device will automatically sync with the other Clover POS' systems under the same account. 

 

This concludes basic initial setup of the Clover. 
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Go to the Register page (pg 17) to test the Register. 

 

 
Basic Buttons Guide from Left to Right (found on bottom of screen): 

1. Go back to the previous screen 

2. Go to the home screen 

3. See all currently open apps 

 

Note: On the same row at the very right, is the name of the person who is currently logged in to the Clover. 
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Register APP (all things can be done in this APP) 
The Register APP can be used to complete transactions. 

Contents: 

 Test the Register 

 Cash Pay 

 Open Cash Drawer 

 Add Name to Custom Item 

 Give a Discount 

 Save an Order  

 Pay for an Order 

 Give a Refund 

 Receipt Customization 

 Close out Orders 

 Retail - Scanning Barcodes, View Inventory 

 Register OFFLINE Troubleshooting 

 

1. Restaurants 

 Test the Register using a card 

 Choose Custom Item 

 Input "1" so the total is $0.01 

 Click Add Item 

 Click Pay 

 Swipe the card, transaction will go through  

 Receipt will come out indicating success 

 Cash Pay: After selecting Pay, choose Custom, Enter the cash amount and Enter. 

 Open Cash Drawer: To access cash drawer  

 Add a name to Custom Item: When entering the sale amount, on the bottom of the screen the user can input a name instead of leaving 

"Custom Item." 

 Give a Discount: Tap Discount on the bottom of the main Register screen and choose the preset percentages or choose a custom percentage. 

 Save an Order (to pay later): Enter the orders, tap Save instead of Pay. Orders will be stored in the upper Right side of the main screen as 

Orders. 
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 Pay for an Order (later): Tap Orders (on the upper Right), find the Order and choose 1 of the following Order Complete, Exchange/Return 

Items, Reissue Receipt, or Refund 

 Give a Refund: Tap Orders > Choose the Order to Refund > Tap Refund on bottom right > Click Refund on upper right 

 To customize receipts go to Settings page of manual 

 Close out Orders: Go to Orders > Top left tap button Close Out Orders (to close all) or tap the individual Order to Re-Open, Add Payment, 

Delete Order, or Reissue Receipt 

 

 2. Retail  

 To scan a barcode: Press the bottom left barcode image, camera image will pop up, camera is on the left underside of the POS device 

 View Inventory: From Register > Tap Show Inventory App to see inventory 

 

 Clover is OFFLINE: When trying to process a payment and the Register APP shows as "Offline." 

 Go to Settings and check the internet connection (make sure it says "ON" and Connected). 

 
 

Go to Register and hit refresh (top right of screen) 
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While it is rebooting, ensure that all the wires are properly connected between the Clover and the internet source (ethernet cable) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Turn off the Clover by placing one finger on the top 

Right of the Clover (between the white of the POS 

machine and touchscreen and swipe down). Select 

Reboot. 
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Tables APP (all things can be done in this APP) 
The Tables APP shows all the tables added by the server. 

Contents 

 Add a New Table 

 Clear Table 

 Remove Tables 

 Tables APP Overview 

 Add a Seating Group 

 Split Checks (Regular Tables and Seating Group) 

 Pay for the Whole Seating Group 
Available options on the top menu are to see Your Tables, All Tables, Quick View, Manage Tables, Log 

 

 To add a new table: Go to Tables APP > Manage Tables > Add Table (select the number of people and table number if applicable) > Hit 

Save 

 Once the table has been added, select the table by tapping the middle image (see image below) 

 
 Tap Open Table 
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 The screen will show the guests (Guest 1, Guest 2, etc). 

 Add Items by selecting Whole Table or Guest # 

 Once items are added select Done 

 From this screen: the Server can be chosen (indicated by arrow in image) 

 

 To clear tables: Go to Manage Tables > Select the table # > Select Clear Table (same position as the Open Table button) 

*Note: Do not clear tables if the transaction must still be paid 

If the merchant, accidentally clears tables, it is NOT recoverable, the merchant must create the Table again and add the Orders. 

 Remove Tables Completely:  

Tap the desired Table > Select CLEAR TABLE (see page 21) > Remove option appears 

 

 Available actions from this page include: 

 Fire (Prepare the Order) 

 Print (Print the Order) 

 Pay (Pay the Amount) 

 Move Table (Move the Table # to 

another Table #) 

 Clear/Open Table (Delete the whole 

table, do NOT choose this if you want 

the customer to pay) 

Two different buttons show in the same 

area of the circled area (see image), 

depending on the status of the table. If 

the table needs to be opened, it will say 

"Open Table." If the table needs to be 

closed, it will say "Clear Table." 

 Done 
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 Tables APP Overview 

 

 
Top Menu Overview 

 Your Tables: shows the logged in user's tables 

 All Tables: shows all the tables 

 Quick View: shows all the tables currently logged 

 Manage Tables: Add Tables, Add Seating Group (Big Group Reservations), Add Orders to Tables, Remove Tables, Edit Tables 

 Log: shows all tables over the lifetime of Clover usage 

 

 Add a Seating Group 

Tap Add Seating Group > Add a Name > Save > Tap the middle of the seating group listed (like middle image above) 

 > Add each seat # (each Seat is a Table)  

-To add orders to each Seat #: Tap the Seat # icon in the middle (see image on next page) 
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-The next screen shows options to ADD more guests (tap top right Number Seated to add number) 

-After adding the appropriate number of guests; options include 

 Pay for Items (Each guest can pay for their own check or the whole check) 

 Add Items (Add menu items for each guest) 

 Move Items (Move menu items from one guest to another) 

 Leave Table (Move Guest to Another Table, Pay, Leave Items for Table to Pay, Cancel) 
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 Split Checks 

Regular Tables (not seating groups) 

-Select the Table > Pay > For regular tables select Split Custom > Select the applicable split (see image below) > Pay 
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Seating Groups: For multiple table reservation guests under the same party or tab 

-Select the Seat # > Select Pay for Items (next to the Guest #) > Pay > (see image below) > Select the desired Split option 

 

a. Pay Full Amount: guest pays the full check of the seat 

b. Split Custom - to tailor the split personally by the amount 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Split Custom: 

The merchant selects how 

many ways to split the check, 

how MUCH to split (input in 

Custom Amount) 
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c. Split by Items - split by menu items 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Split by Items 

Choose this option to split the check by menu items 
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d. Split by Guest - splits each check by guest individually 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Split by Guest 

Split the check by guest's 

individual order 
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 Pay for the Whole Seating Group 
Tap the applicable Seating Group by tapping the middle of the row (see image: tap here) 
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On the next screen, swipe the card of the person who will pay. Their name will automatically add to the screen. 

 
 

Tap Save 
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1. It will go back to the previous screen automatically 

2. The name of the person with the swiped card will 

show (see image circled) 

3. Tap the name of the person 

4. The next screen will be a payment screen 

5. Proceed with payment as normal 
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Orders APP 

Use this APP to view all orders in the lifetime. 

Contents: 

 Filter Orders 

 Close out Orders 

 Modify an Order: Reopen, Add Payment, Delete Order, Reissue Receipt 

 

 Filter Orders by All Orders, Open, Paid, Partially Paid, Refunded, Partially Refunded, Manually Refunded (using top left drop down menu) 
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 Filter Orders by type of payment used 

 
 Close Out Orders (circled): choosing this option closes ALL open orders 

 

 Options per each order: Re-Open, Add Payment, Delete Order, Reissue Receipt 

To access the options per a specific order, tap that order 
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Transactions APP 
Use this APP to search transactions in lifetime by using filters, give refunds, add tips, print/email/text receipts 

Contents: 

 Search for transactions using filters 

 Give Refunds 

 Add Tips 

 Print/Email/Text Receipts from any transaction 

 

 Search for transactions using filters 

 Filter by Employees 

 Filter by Type of Tender (cash, credit, check, gift card, debit) 

 Filter by Transaction Type (Payment, Manual Refund, Refund) 

 

 

 Give Refund 

-Tap the applicable transaction 

-Tap Refund (circled in image) 

-Refund 
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 Add Tips 

-Tap the applicable transaction 

-Tap Add Tip (below circled in image) 

 

 Print/Email/Text Receipts 

 -Tap the applicable transaction 

 -Tap Receipts  

 -Options to print, email, or text the receipt show up 
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Tips APP 
Use this APP to see all tips, add tips, delete tips, and alter tips. Note: You cannot add tips to transactions that are refunded. 

Contents: 

 Filter Tips  

 Add Tips 

 Delete Tips 

 Alter Tips 

 

 Filter Tips: Search for tips by filtering through all employees or a specific employee using the menu (circled) 

 
 Add Tips: Tap the applicable transaction and add the desired amount in the TIP box 
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 Delete or Alter Tips: Use the same screen above and delete or alter the inputted tips 
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Shifts APP 
Use this APP to allow employees to clock in and out, and manage employees individual shift time & add cash tips 

Contents: 

 Employee clock in and out 

 Manage employee's individual shift time 

 Add Cash Tips 

 

 Employee clock in and out 

-Manager can change the clock out time 
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 Manage employee's individual shift time 

-print report of employee's shift 

-edit shift by altering the clock in and clock out time manually 

 
 

 Add Cash Tips 

 -add cash tips by using the middle button labeled Declare Cash Tips 
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Cash Log APP 
Use this APP to track all customer cash transactions as well as manager cash drawer activities (adding/removing cash) 
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Reporting APP 
The reporting APP gives reports for total payments, total refunds, total credits, and net revenue. 

It also shows total sales by specific items, total discounts given, and total tax paid. 

 

Contents: 

 Reports for Total Payments 

 Reports for Total Payments by Item 

 Reports for Total Payments by Discount Given 

 Reports by Taxes Paid on Transactions 

 Print Desired Report 

 

 

Reports for Total Payments 

-Refunds, Credits, Net Revenue 
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 Reports for Total Payments by Discount Given 

 Reports by Taxes Paid on Transactions 

 Print Desired Report (circled above) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reports for Total Payments by Item 

-Stats on each item sold (sold, 

refunded, revenue) 
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Inventory APP 
Use this APP to create menu, manage all items, categories, and modifiers of items in one place. 

 

Contents: 

 Definitions 

 Categories 

 Modifiers 

 Labels 

 Create a Menu 

 

 Definitions 

Definitions: Please read the following before creating the menu. 

1. Items: An item is something that your business is selling as a single product. For example: House Salad, Wings, Pizza. These are examples of 

items. 

 a. Variants: A variant is a variation of an item (above), for example, "Pizza," has the attribute/variant of SIZE. "Wings" has the 

 attribute/variant of SAUCE. 

 b. Options: Options add more choices under a Variant. For example, Item = Pizza > Attribute/Variant = Size > Options = Small, Medium, 

 Large. 

 

Items Pizza Chicken Wings T-Shirt 

Attributes/Variant Size Bake Sauce Size 

Options Small 

Medium 

Large 

Crispy 

Fried 

Grilled 

Mild 

Hot 

Asian 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

*To create these type of options, must select WITH VARIANTS when creating an item 
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 Categories: Create a category and assign items to the category. For Example, a restaurant can create categories: Soda, Appetizers, Dessert. A 

retail store can create categories: Petites, Male, Female. Categories will group items on the Register APP to make it easier to take orders. 

 *an item can be assigned to more than 1 category 
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 Modifiers 

1. First add a new modifier group 

Modifier group is the umbrella term. For 

example a modifier group can be TOPPINGS. 

2. After creating the modifier group, a new 

screen will show with the option to Add New 

Modifier. 

For example, modifiers under TOPPINGS are: 

cheese, sour cream, beans. 

 

Modifiers are like "Extra" options for an item, 

and a price can be assigned to the modifiers. 
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 Assigning labels to a specific printer: 

 Go to the Printers APP > Tap the image of the Printer to assign a label > Tap the label to assign > Save 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Labels 

 

Create labels to send specific items to a 

specified printer.. 

The labels can be assigned to a specific 

printer using the Printer APP.  

 

For example: 

The label "Sushi" can be created. 

Items can be assigned to the label Sushi 

(explained in the next page). The label 

Sushi will show up in the Printer APP, 

and it can be assigned to the printer by 

the Sushi bar.  
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 To Create a Menu: 

1. Tap Items > Add New Items  

The screen to the left will show. 

2. Select the proper option:  

a. Select With Variants if you want to add 

more options to a product (see chart 

above) 

b. Select Without Variants if you want to 

add a product without options 

 

The screen shown is an example of adding 

an item WITHOUT variants. 

 Enter the item name (e.g. Pizza) 

 Price 

 Product Code / SKU 

 Modifiers (Extras) 

 Categories 

 Labels 
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Happy Hour APP 
Use this APP to add a Happy Hour and at that specified time & date, the Happy Hour will automatically apply. 

-Designate the Happy Hour Name 

-Designate the Time and Dates for the Happy Hour 

-Designate the percentage or amount discounted 

-Designate the type of food that apply to the Happy Hour 
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Discount APP 
Use this APP to create a discount for transactions that can be selected during sales using the Register APP 
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Setup APP 
Use this APP to modify Clover POS features for the merchant such as business info on receipts... 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contents: 

 Alter business information about the 

merchant 

 Alter how to place an order 

 Alter details about the order receipt 

 Alter details about how to take 

payments 

 Alter payment receipts 

 Add a service charge 

 Option to take tax out of orders 

 Tip details 

 Access Web Dashboard 
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 Alter business information about the merchant: 

 Change the business name 

 Address 

 Phone 

 Website 

 Timezone 

 Business Hours 

 Business Logo 

 Change settings on taking orders 

 Allow notes on orders (order receipts) 

 Remain in the same menu category after adding an item to an order 

 Automatically group similar items 

 Allow open and test mode orders to be deleted 

 Change features of the order receipt 

 Choose the order receipt printer 

 Decide when to print the order receipt  

 Choose whether manager PIN is required to reprint order receipts 

 

Order Receipt Appearance: 

 Large font (y/n) 

 How many blank lines in the receipt header? 

 Choose how to set order numbers (manual entry, numbers) 

 Add order notes 

 Use alternate names for items 

 Group similar items 

 Show modifier names 

 Condense modifiers into 1 line 

 Group similar modifiers 

 Show customer information 
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 Change payment settings 

 Choose the type of payments to accept (cash, credit, check, gift card, external PIN debit) 

 Choose where to enter customer's payment 

 Offer cash back 

 Automatically take payment on PIN pad 

 Log out after each order 

Note: For Clover Mobile and Clover Go, there is an additional option for Pin Entry > Prompt for PIN 

1. If you set the PROMPT FOR PIN it will allow the merchant to accept debit 

2. If you do not allow PROMPT for PIN, it will only allow the merchant to accept credit 

 Signature Settings 

 Choose where to take the signature (tablet or receipt) 

 Signature requirement (always or not) 

 Payment Receipt Settings 

 Choose the receipt printer 

 Automatically print customer receipt after each order (y/n) 

 Mark items as printed when printing (y/n) 

 Allow customers to opt in to marketing on emailed receipts (y/n) 

 Payment Receipt Appearance 

 Show business logo (y/n) 

 Custom header text 

 Show order note 

 Show cashier name 

 Show Item information 

 Show modifiers 

 Group items by guest 

 Add a custom footer text 

 Show online receipt URL 

 Show barcode 

 Show customer information 

 Enable a Service Charge (choose the percentage and name of the charge) 

 Allow taxes to be removed from an order 

 Ask for tips (always requires signature) 
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 Choose tip entry location 

 Choose tip suggestions 

 

 
 

 Access Web Dashboard: 

Tap the top left of screen with 3 horizontal lines to access Web Dashboard. 
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Settings APP 
 Connect to the internet by wireless or Ethernet 

 Set up Bluetooth 

 Adjust the Sound  

 volumes 

 notification sound 

 touch sound 

 screen lock sound 

 Adjust the Display  

 brightness 

 wallpaper 

 sleep 

 daydream 

 font size 

 See Storage Usage 

 Adjust the Language  

 spell checker 

 dictionary 

 keyboard options 

 mouse pointer speed 

 Backup and Reset (factory reset) 

 Date and Time Adjust 

 Accessibility  

 magnify the screen 

 adjust text size 

 auto rotate screen 

 speak passwords 

 accessibility shortcut 

 text to speech output 

 touch and hold delay timing 

 See Information about the Clover Station 
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Printers APP 
Use this APP to  

 Test the Printer (circled right) 

 Tap the Printer image (circled left) to assign LABELS to the printer & assign a name to the printer 
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 activation code --- 3 

 app --- 14 

 ----install ---14, 15 

 ----market -- 15 

 ----download --15 
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 basic buttons guide -- 16 

 bluetooth -- 50 

 business information -- 49 

 ----change -- 49 

 card reader -- 13 

 cash drawer --17 
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 cash pay -- 17 
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 menu  

 ----create -- 46 

 modifiers --44 

 mouse pointer -- 50 

 network -- 9 

 order  

 ----add payment --18 

 ----close -- 32 

 ----delete --18 

 ----modify -- 32 

 ----pay -- 17 

 ----reopen -- 18 

 ----save --17 

 ----settings --49 

 ----filter -- 31 

 pay 

 ----cash -- 17 

 ----split check --24, 25 

 ----all -- 28 

 pin -- 11 

 printer -- 51 

 ----label -- 51 

 ----name -- 51 

 ----test --51 

 receipt 

 ----details -- 49 

 ----reissue -- 18 

 ----settings -- 49 

 ----print --34 

 ----email --34 

 ----text --34 

 refund -- 18, 33 

 register -- 17 

 ----offline -- 18 

 report -- 40 

 ----total discounts 41 

 ----print --41 

 ----total payment items -- 41 
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 ----total payments -- 40 

 ----total taxes -- 41 

 reset -- 50 

 retail scanning -- 18 

 seating group -- 25 

 settings -- 50 

 setup -- 49 

 shift manage -- 38 

 sound -- 50 

 ----notification -- 50 

 ----screen lock -- 50 

 ----touch -- 50 

 storage usage -- 50 

 table -- 20 

 ----add -- 20 

 ----clear -- 21 

 ----remove -- 21 

 tax settings -- 49 

 test the register -- 17 

 time -- 50 

 tips 

 ----add -- 34, 35 

 ----alter -- 36  

 ----cash --38 

 ----delete -- 36 

 ----settings -- 49 

 ----filter search -- 35 

 ----give -- 35 

 transaction search -- 33 

 volume -- 50 

 web dashboard -- 49 

 wireless -- 50 

 


